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The Nuclear War Prophecy
I did not want to do this blog. It's alarmist. But this week the threats out of Moscow
were nuclear war threats. The threats out of Washington were we will win. Herewith
the most credible prophecy I know from many years ago of nuclear war on America. I
leave it for you to decide. I need to be honest....it's not all wonderful prophetic revival
ahead.
Tuesday morning I listened to the Youtube download of the previous Monday night's
"Tucker Carlson Tonight" broadcast. I then after that downloaded a recap of
Moscow's most popular news night broadcast. On both: The Ukraine war is ready to
escalate into a nuclear war.
Tucker Carlson is the most watched political commentator in America by both
Republicans and Democrats. More than 3 million a night. The next day 3 May more
than 3 million other people like myself downloaded his previous night's broadcast.

Tucker: This is why Democrats are taking us to war with
Russia
3,050,175 views
May 3, 2022
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGvO8b-tiaM
Dmitry Kiselyov is the equivalent on Russia evening news. Next day 3 May same
threat analysis: Here is the write up on Youtube download:

Putin’s ‘Chief Propagandist’ Calls For Nuke Attack On UK;
961,750 views
May 3, 2022
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSJOvCkHCQU&list=TLPQMDUwNTIwMjIOS
rrwI2RSQw&index=1
1.35M subscribers
A Russian TV presenter on Russia 1 has called on President Putin to “launch Status-6
cobalt nuke bomb on UK”. Dmitry Kiselyov, who has his own television show on
Russian national TV, said Poseidon could “sink Britain into the depths of the
ocean”.This rant came after Russian media’s claims that Boris Johnson threatened
the Kremlin with a nuclear strike
And for the rest of the week since Tuesday it has been non-stop war escalation threats.

A visit by an American congressional delegation to visit Zelensky promised him
unlimited American military aid "until victory". President Biden put together a $33
billion military and refugee aid package for Ukraine....promising "we will win"!
American political leaders from both parties declared this week "we are at war with
Russia, but we will win". Others have made it plain that they are willing to authorize
sending troops into Ukraine to achieve victory.
This week Putin speaking to lawmakers in Russia said:
"If someone intends to interfere in what is going on from the outside they must
know that constitutes an unacceptable strategic threat to Russia. They must know
that our response to counterstrikes will be lightning fast. Fast. We have all the
weapons we need for this. No one else can brag about these weapons, and we won’t
brag about them. But we will use them."
Putin is famous for saying "if a fight is inevitable...strike first".
Is this all just empty threats and bluster? Is there any indication there could have been
any prophetic warning for such an incredible world shaking catastrophe? A very well
known scripture much quoted in the charismatic prophetic movement is
Amo 3:6 Shall a trumpet be blown in the city, and the people not be
afraid? shall there be evil in a city, and the LORD hath not done it?
Amo 3:7 Surely the Lord GOD will do nothing, but he revealeth his
secret unto his servants the prophets.
Amo 3:8 The lion hath roared, who will not fear? the Lord GOD hath
spoken, who can but prophesy?

Meaning if there is something really bad going to happen the Lord will tell His
prophet to warn His people. So I would think if there is something really terrible
coming for a nation like America then surely God will send them a prophet to warn
them, perhaps judgment can be averted through national repentance?
Here is my problem with American prophets. Lately there have been literally
thousands. And after the last election with numerous prophets saying "Thus sayeth
the Lord...Donald Trump will win the election!". Can you really trust the American
prophetic movement for a word from God...especially in a time when everyone wants
a word of blessing and encouragement. Who's going to spoil his ministry itinerary
with bad news?
However for those of you unfamiliar with the American prophetic movement if you
were to take a poll and ask in the 20th century who was the greatest prophetic voice in
the church only one name would stand out.....William Branham. In 1946 an angel
appeared to him and said he would have an unusual and powerful anointing in a word
of knowledge and the gift of healing and would launch world wide signs and wonders
revival. This happened. By 1948 he had caused such a mass stirring of the miraculous
that hundreds of evangelists and prophetic voices were raised up with mass tenting
meetings and healing revivals the went around the world. My parents were greatly
blessed by his visit to South Africa in 1951 where the whole Pentecostal movement in
South Africa got a major revival and uplift from the demonstration of what a Biblical
prophet looks like under the prophetic anointing.

However when he was a young pastor in his Baptist church before becoming world
famous he was already functioning as a prophet with "seer-visions" and in June of
1933 he had a miraculous encounter with the Lord who showed him in 7 visions the
future of America. His church recorded these visions and they were circulated widely
and even after becoming a national figure later in the 1950's and 60's he would still
recount these 7 visions. Needless to say this was not happily received by the church.
The 7th vision was a vision of the destruction of America by powerful bombs. This
before thermonuclear bombs were even spoken of. But before vision 7 there would
be 6 other things that would happen.
The first three would happen soon. The next three would be in the far future. But
when they appear then watch out for vision 7.
By the way what I am relating now you can Google. After Kamala Harris was elected
Vice President then the prophetic movement in America really sat up and started
resurrecting this old prophecy. You will see why.
Vision 1: Benito Mussolini would invade Ethiopia but would come to a shameful
demise.
Vision 2: Adolf Hitler would bring the world into the second world war pounding the
Americans at the Siegfried Line but would come to a mysterious end.
Vision 3: Fascism and Nazism would be swallowed up into Communism (meaning
the Soviet Union would defeat the Nazis) but then a voice in the vision told him to
"watch Russia" meaning the Soviet Union would revert back to Russia.
The next three visions were for far time ahead. They had to do with three great
revolutions in America that would change the nation. A scientific revolution; a
morality revolution with America becoming an immoral nation; a political revolution.
Vision 4: Branham said "I saw people sitting in a car like a round egg, there was no
steering wheel and nobody driving they looked like they were playing a game in the
car." (Keep in mind this was said in 1933 when cars were boxlike and black).
Vision 5: He saw the declining morality of America typified by "I saw women cutting
their hair and acting and dressing like men and finally almost completely abandoning
their garments".
Vision 6: In this vision he saw a woman rising to great power in America. In a 1960
explanation of this vision he said he was not sure whether that meant a woman
becoming President or Vice-President or maybe it was the power of the Catholic
Church (he always believed that the Catholic church was the apostate harlot of
Revelation).
Two weeks ago I saw an announcement by Tesla that they are almost ready with their
FSD (full self driving) vehicle. They released a possible design for it. No driver no
steering wheel, they called it their future "Robo-taxi" that is going to revolutionize
public transport. They hope to launch it in 2024.

Vision 4 fulfilled?
What is all the rage in American culture these days?
Transgenderism. Non-binary. Men declaring themselves women. Women defining
themselves as men? The recent Supreme court nominee declaring under oath "Can
you define woman> No sir I cannot, I am not a bioligist!".
Vision 5 fulfilled?
And when Kamala Harris was elected as Vice President of America in 2020? How
long does Joe Biden have in office until he is asked to step down because of cognitive
disability and Kamala Harris becomes "a powerful woman ruling over America"?
Vision 6 fulfilled?
Vision 7: In the seventh vision he saw giant explosions and America destroyed. He
followed that up with a later prophecy "Thus saith the Lord Los Angeles will sink
under water!". In 1933 it was impossible for America to be destroyed by bombs.
This last prophecy I could not understand for a long time. The others I could see
possible. But how does Los Angeles sink under water? Then this last week I saw an
illustration on Russian TV of why Russian politicians were threatening Britain that
with one bomb they can destroy the nation. It was the Poseidon nuclear torpedo
carrying the world's largest single warhead... a 100 megaton monster. This was
recently added to the Russian submarine fleet:

It is nuclear powered. It can travel for thousands of miles. it can travel at an unheard
of underwater speed of 200 mph. It lies silently in the depths. When activated it

travels at speed to the enemy coast line and then explodes the 100 megaton warhead
underwater creating a radio active tsunami wave 500 meters high (half a kilometer
high) that floods a nation with radioactive water drowning whole cities and making
the land uninhabitable for centuries.
That is how you submerge Los Angeles under water.
After 1991 when the Soviet Union became capitalist Russia and China became
capitalist money and manufacturing power house how could you possibly think these
prophecies could come true. America was the undisputed world power. Everyone in
the world just wanted to trade and make money. It was a whole new world order.
And now, May 2022...how does the world look now? I knew about this prophecy
since the 1970's. So does most of the prophetic movement in America. I just did not
see how this could be fulfilled. Maybe 1980's cold war era? But no driverless egg
shaped car in the 1980's. A woman president? Not really. And now?
Now this week I see all these warning preparatory visions fulfilled and I hear this
week out of America and out of Russia...war! To the end. Each side says they won't
back down. Each side talking nuclear war.
How do we respond as the people of God.
Firstly this Ukraine war should have stopped with a surrender weeks ago. The people
of Ukraine are suffering, not the politicians. The nation of Ukraine is being
systematically bombed into a wasteland. If this does not stop soon there will be no
viable nation state left for refugees by the millions in Europe to return to. Russia will
have its goal of a neutral Ukraine not aligned to NATO because there will be no
Ukraine.
Europe and America sending more and more weapons into this poor nation to keep
this senseless war going until "victory" is criminal....there is no victory here for
anyone. We need to pray for the peace of Ukraine....and that means lay down arms
sit at the negotiating table and work out a surrender that will allow the people to come
back and rebuild their homes and destroyed cities.
As for America and the prophecies of nuclear destruction?
This is America's Nineveh/Jonah moment. I quote from Jonah 3:2-5

Jon 3:2 Arise, go unto Nineveh, that great city, and preach unto it
the preaching that I bid thee.
Jon 3:3 So Jonah arose, and went unto Nineveh, according to the word
of the LORD. Now Nineveh was an exceeding great city of three days'
journey.
Jon 3:4 And Jonah began to enter into the city a day's journey, and he
cried, and said, Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall be overthrown.
Jon 3:5 So the people of Nineveh believed God, and proclaimed a fast,
and put on sackcloth, from the greatest of them even to the least of
them.

God said by a prophetic word from a prophet....in 40 days you are finished destroyed.

But they were not destroyed. Because they repented and turned to God in true
repentance.
I believe God sent a prophet to America many years ago with a message. You are
headed for destruction. And the reasons why will be the signs you will see along the
way....a great degeneracy of morals and unspeakable sin will be your downfall and
regardless of your great scientific achievements they will not save you.
America's destiny is in the balance. Already this week some good signs in the midst
of terrible signs. It looks like America's Supreme Court will overturn their infamous
Roe vrs Wade decision that started the mass sacrifice of children in 1971. While
masses of deranged women riot to demand the right to kill their babies.
There are other great signs of the church there waking up to a true repentance revival.
In the forefront of this great move of God there is that wonderful man of God Mario
Murillo and his tent crusades railing against a lukewarm backslid church dominated
by a an entertainment culture of "big screens, skinny jeans and smoke machines".
We here in South Africa are not exempt from the judgments of the Lord. We also
need a revival of repentance and seeking the Lord. Our nations is dying, we need true
prophets to stand up with the power and demonstration of the Holy Spirit.

